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Melancholia: Thesis and Exhibition Documentation
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Objectives

This body of work focuses on a myriad of issues within a particular piece of the human
condition as well as the intricacies and significance of observable poetry within the
human narrative taking a great many queues from the traditions of American Realism,
Regionalism, and Social Realism from the 19th and 20th centuries. The work put forth in
Melancholia (Fig. 6-24) is an exploration of the portrait as a means of connecting myself
and a group of individuals via an investigation of interpersonal interaction, history, and
representation. This work investigates the rawness of human honesty as composition.
These are the inarticulable items that each individual understands intrinsically but may
not expressly be aware of. Each of these investigations begins with an observation. I
have a particular affinity for inconsequential, small moments that occur in the everyday.
Part of this practice stems from an understanding that people act and investigate as a
means of understanding much in the same way that the practice of science when
simplified is a way of attempting to understand that which exists and that which may. In
many ways, these investigations into individual identity are not necessarily new to the
tradition of portraiture, but they are unique to myself and the individuals I choose to
represent. This work takes into consideration past experiences and the experiences of
the subjects represented and portrays them in context, allowing them a brief window to
dialogue with viewers and share in that universal understanding of the human condition.
Particular to the representational methods employed in this work is an appreciation of
the classical: artistically, musically, literarily, and a need to engage with a tradition of
representation of the trueness of human existence. This practice is obsessive,
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time-consuming, always seeking the idiosyncratic and unique. The goal, however, is not
to simply show some skill set, rather, I concern myself with truth, beauty, and poetry in
the mundane.
The work as a body seeks to show beauty in a set of singular moments
surrounding people and periods of stress and hardship as a way of exploring my limited
understanding of life. The work becomes transformative however in the dialogue that is
created by the work in a controlled space. Much of this practice is interpersonal,
involving and showcasing individuals with similar life circumstances. It invites similarly
underrepresented individuals to be a part of the conversation and to feel at home in the
comfort and slight discomfort that exists in the compositional space. Through this
process, I seek to find a kind of poetry that exists in temporary moments and present
them to a different audience.
A nominal goal of Melancholia is to merge a comfortable level of naturalism
(kitsch, even) and raw expressionism in hope that naturalism will remain a relevant part
of contemporary artistic discourse. I fundamentally believe that there are like-minded
individuals in the present day: classically minded, with sensibilities that are of a similar
professional and societal relevance. This work seeks to be as classically mindful as it is
contemporarily sensitive.

Concepts
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Melancholia is a simple body of work with a simple purpose. The work takes my
previously lofty aspirations in artmaking and simplifies their representation so that the
message would not only be properly articulable, but also accessible to a greater
audience professionally and otherwise. I’ve sought always to connect personal history
with a universal message of hope, healing, and finding peace within circumstance using
a palatable, exact kind of representation that retains its honesty and respect for the
individuals it seeks to represent.
I’m thankful to have had an exceptionally complex, very human kind of existence
that dips into most facets of the universal human experience. These figurative works
pull from the experiences I had as a child and a much younger individual. I spent my
formative years learning tough lessons about the uglier side of humanity: abuse,
neglect, poverty, violence, use, addiction. I address these abuses directly on occasion,
though it is my preference that the work transcend direct representation of these
circumstances and bring about a more universal message My family and I often went
without electricity, as addictions took precedence. Physical violence was a part of
everyday life, and hard labor began at an early age. There were conversations I
overheard as a child that could just as easily have been from Springer or Maury. Early
experience in the worlds of construction and labor propelled me into a kind of perpetual
pragmatism. In working with impatient, calculating, hard men, I developed an
appreciation of logic and an attitude of pessimistic realism in life. From this experience,
particularly as a young individual, came an incessant need to prove oneself by doing. I
largely attribute my love of naturalism and the human figure to this same notion. A
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discernible level of skill in a respective field is one of the few methods by which men in
my life communicated nonverbally, and was one of the few ways by which I obtained
respect as a boy. I likely still vie for that kind of approval. However, I create work that
exists despite these experiences: work that, to me, feels beautiful, truthful, and virtuous
likely because my experience in life has been anything but. Personal history is the
foundation of this work and is part of the decision-making that goes into every aspect of
it.
The way that I’ve noticed prior experiences manifesting in the work is in the editing
process. This phase happens both at the very inception and toward the end of each
rendering phase. I choose people and poses that resonate with me on an instinctual
level, and only recently have I begun noticing the similarities of expression and pose.
Largely, I catch my subjects in candid moments of weariness, sadness, or flatness
because, in these moments, they feel to me most human.
Practically, Melancholia focuses on the use of portrait and biography as
autobiography; it is an exploration of self through the investigation of others. This
practice is likely twofold; as a child, I was seldom allowed any kind of self-expression,
especially those that alluded to possible discomforts within home or circumstance. My
immediate family has been impoverished the majority of their lives, largely by their own
volition. Chemical addictions and laziness have perpetuated this cycle. This, coupled
with the egotism of my stepfather, allowed us very little in the way of acknowledgment of
self and suffering. I surmise this is largely why I deflect in artistic and written endeavors.
It, like many of my obsessive tendencies and idiosyncrasies, is a learned behavior that
was likely beneficial not long ago. What was once a defensive tactic psychologically:
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focusing conversations on others and their wants in life, has become a primary mode of
communication. I intertwine personal desires with those of friends and family because
(rudimentarily), their needs are not only easier to satisfy, but witnessing this happiness
in others causes similar happiness in myself. These experiences drive me to explore the
identity and portrait of others. This practice grants me large amounts of time to spend
with another human while hyper and psychoanalyzing little moments that go unnoticed
in everyday life. This obsessive practice allows me to be privy to nuances, blemishes,
movements that aren’t readily accessible, and a good part of the work hinges on the
idea that a person’s true identity, true beauty, and true personhood are in these small
moments rather than the large, superficial ones. While creating these pieces and
dialoguing with each individual, I found that I slowly was allowing myself to investigate
the subject of my own personhood and history through the act of creating the visage of
another. This may have been the best discovery of this work for me and is what largely
impelled me to continue the series.
Life experience also led me to investigate other disciplines that contribute to the
human experience including human psychology, literature, figurative anatomy,
engineering, light/optics, logistics, kinesiology, music, martial arts, spirituality, theology,
and history (generally). I am a continual student and consumer of information. I, like
most, cannot create without reflecting on the things I’ve learned. While the prospect of
intentionally intersecting each subject feels impossible, each one of them informs the
work on a subconscious level and occasionally in their physical content. The figure,
portrait, and art, in general, do not happen in a vacuum, and each of these subsets of
knowledge contribute to the work represented in Melancholia. I thought it strange at
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first, that these musings of mine made it into my representation of the subject via their
expression, even when I had not intended to inject myself into the image; this of course
makes sense in hindsight with the understanding that the creator operates so often on
an intuitive level, reactionarily and innately, reinforcing the idea that even when a person
tries to work entirely objectively, they cannot help but leave their mark in the smallest
ways.

Influence

Most influential on this work is the work and history of American Realism
(specifically the Ashcan School) as well as members of other contemporaneous art
movements in America such as Social Realism and Regionalism. One of the most
influential aspects of these schools of American Realism, I’ve found, was an emphasis
on honesty within circumstance.

“Robert Henri, in some ways the spiritual father of this (Ashcan) school, wanted art to be
akin to journalism... he wanted paint to be as real as mud, as the clods of horse-shit and
snow, that froze on Broadway in the winter." (Hughes)

The works of Henri and his contemporaries can be seen in part as a reactionary
measure, opposing the more widely recognized art movements of the time such as
American Impressionism and academic realism. The Ashcan School emphasized daily
life in New York, particularly the lives of the impoverished, and did so in a dark,
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multifaceted, semi-abstracted way that opposed directly the striking colors and polish
employed in American Impressionist works like that of John Singer Sargent. Works
coming from the Ashcan School often portrayed lower-class individuals in a kind of
transparency that did not hide the truth of urban living, but rather showcased it. Robert
Henri, George Bellows, and Edward Hopper are artists that I find highly influential both
because of style and the subjects they chose to represent. I am drawn to this kind of
representation (the drab, dark, and honest) likely because they are the works of art that
I observed most when growing up as a younger person. I felt a sense of drab
colorlessness in life, and strangely, I felt at peace when spending time with some of
these works in various museums throughout my formative years.
Other movements under the umbrella of American Realism that I feel akin to are
Regionalism and Social Realism. The reasons are understandably many, but follow a
similar thread of reasoning. Unlike the Ashcan School, American Regionalists (Grant
Wood, Andrew Wyeth, Thomas Hart Benton) responded to Academic Realism more
positively, seemingly embracing the techniques utilized by painting masters abroad such
as Gustave Courbet. Regionalism sought to represent, similar to other American
Realists, the truth in their own way of life. Unlike the Ashcan school, however,
Regionalists depicted more rural areas and people, particularly in the midwest (where
I’ve spent the entirety of my life thus far). Regionalism, being primarily a
post-depression artistic movement, also depicted the reality of poverty in America.
Despite the potential pitfalls of specificity, Regionalist paintings contain universal
elements of the human condition that so many great artworks speak to. Grant Wood in
particular painted one of the most iconic images in American art history (Fig. 1)
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depicting a farmhouse in rural Iowa. Other notable realists who work similarly are
Winslow Homer, Thomas Eakens, George Innes, and William Sergeant Kendall.
What I’ve gleaned from American Realism is a sensitivity to particular ways of life
around me as well as an appreciation of the aesthetic choices made by American
Realist painters. I grew up simply, with little in the way of money or recreation. I spent
much of my time outdoors or (later) working labor jobs in the community, interacting with
simple people that had similar experiences. Despite a disfavorable upbringing, I have a
fondness for the way of life that surrounded me in rural Michigan and many of those
experiences inform the conceptual and compositional choices in my work.
I find Social Realism similarly influential. Social Realism was a movement in
Northern and Central America featuring writers, painters, photographers, etc. that
intended to show truthfully the living and working conditions of the middle-class. Social
Realism took cues from mid-19th century French and European Realism and to a lesser
extent, socialist and communist realism, using urban settings to show realities of a
comparable nature, occasionally with political motivations. Dorothea Lange and Walker
Evans were influential photographers who used the portrait to create emotional, poetic
works highlighting social, political, and economic issues of their time. Lange’s iconic
works were similarly transformative, setting a precedent for portrait works in America.
(Fig. 2)
Lastly and most prominently, these works are influenced by the American
Regionalist Andrew Wyeth (1917-2009). Wyeth is a painter that used simple people and
settings to discuss complex sentiments. Primarily, he would use his immediate
surroundings: farmlands, plains, immediate neighbors to create compositions that
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transcended the immediacy of rural America and simple farm life. Wyeth said once, in
an interview "The difference between me and a lot of painters is that I have to have a
personal contact with my models. ... I have to become enamored.” (Wilmerding, 11) and
I completely agree. Without a personal attachment to one’s subject, the work would feel
disingenuous. His works, though close and sentimental, were not limited by their
closeness to Wyeth or their regionalist depiction. Rather, Wyeth utilized a kind of
abstracted near-realism to showcase a simple but powerful part of American life. In his
Helga series specifically, there is a subconscious understanding of human psychology
that is displayed throughout the works that become more than their immediate subject.
(Fig. 3) These are the sentiments that I hope to carry forward through the work and its
exploration.
My penchant for historical art is not without its complications and I find it
important to understand these motivations when thinking about more contemporary
artists and methodologies. Expressionist figure painting is seemingly at the forefront of
contemporary figurative discourse with painters such as Cecily Brown the abstractionist,
Aliza Nisenbaum, Dana Schutz (Fig. 4), Alice Neel, even Jenny Saville. Mainstream
figurative discourse concerns itself, however rightly, with a conglomeration of gender,
sexuality, diversity, femininity, and representation. Contemporary figurative compositions
often include highly saturated or pastel colors, multiple figures, and intentional
destruction of pictorial space and perspective. Although I am aware of the arguable
necessity and power of these kinds of works, I have never felt at home in this facet of
contemporary figure painting. Rather, personal experience has led me to aspire to
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render more naturalistically, following loosely the larger more representational
movements of portraiture and figure in the west.
Though I am heavily influenced by the aforementioned art periods, the art I make is
intended to not fit the constraints of those particular moments in art, nor is it meant to be
pigeonholed by more contemporary (kitsch) movements in figurative art. I’m acutely
aware that I am not a historical artist, by virtue of the work being made in the present
day. What I seek to do with the work rather, is take aspects of historical art that feel
pertinent and powerful, and allow them to inform the work physically through mark and
application of material, and subconsciously in moments of minutia. Wyeth in no way
intended to fit into his contemporaneous art movements, often to his criticism by
modernists and postmodernists. Criticisms of the work being “kitsch, humorless,
retrograde, and meant for the masses” (Chertoff) did not detract from their overall power
and meaning for Wyeth and his consumers. In the same way, I aspire to create work
that is similarly meaningful and exists despite the desires of a particular artistic era.
The traditions of portraiture and figurative art are important for artists creating
similarly to be aware of, as mentioned before, art as a subject is not entirely insular. The
challenge then becomes, how to create honestly, in a way that feels fulfilling, while
carrying forth the kind of universality that is required for artists creating in a thoughtful,
technological age. The work approaches this subject by blending my favored fields of
study into a kind of autobiographical amalgamation of each facet of my character and
personhood while drawing from my personal experience and affinity for narrative in
human existence. In tandem, I use each application of materials I’ve learned through my
studies. For example, each portrait displayed in Melancholia is built in stages, first being
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a kind of graphite gesture using rags and brushes which I learned while oil painting,
technical drawing and layering which was learned through years of figurative and
anatomical drawing, and finally the surface is abraded using a myriad of materials that
score, sand, and otherwise alter the surface which reveals more of the underlying
material and creates a kind of negative and positive pull that is both technical in its
rendering and expressive in its mark.
Contemporary artists that work similarly and have influenced this particular direction
belong to similarly fringe or reactionary groups of figurative realists. A primary influence
in the works shown in Melancholia is Lucian Freud (Fig. 5), a very private artist,
interested in the psychology of his sitter and subjects. While not officially interested in
the investigation of self, the works that Freud produced carried a similar sensibility
throughout that if not a direct personalization of the artist, can certainly be inferred to be
such, especially when working so consistently with his kind of palette, sensibilities, and
subject. Freud, though considered a figurative realist, painted his compositions
(especially later ones) with a similar understanding to Wyeth in that, there was an
intentional abstraction and use of abstract painting principles to better address the
nature of the subject being depicted. Though a precise draftsman, Freud never seemed
to lose his earlier German Expressionist influences and the combination of both
sensibilities creates a kind of precise study that also gives the viewer room to breathe
and process the image through in less specific moments throughout the composition.
What I find most influential about Freud’s practice was the intention behind painting
sitters from life. Lucian Freud would often spend months with his sitters, conversing and
painting them from various angles. His compositions would occasionally materialize only
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after years of patient rendering. I strive for this kind of deep understanding, study, and
patience in my practice.

Technique, Process

Melancholia is equal parts image and journey, a collection of immaterial thoughts
and a material entity. I build these compositions in the way a draftsman might draw up
house plans or a novelist might organize thoughts before committing pen to page:
understanding that there are a multitude of problems and histories that contribute
contextually to creation in any field of study. Melancholia as a series is the first of mine
to attain the kind of all-encompassing dialogue that I’ve sought in each of my artistic
ventures.
The series began with a simple thought. I sought to investigate personhood
through biography and interpersonal communication, inviting growth and power through
knowledge by way of the process of artmaking. The series was conceived early in
March of 2020, just as the Coronavirus pandemic changed most previously understood
conceptions of life. In the months that followed, feelings of separation, isolation,
depression were commonplace and as a creative, I spent the majority of my time in
solitude, reflecting on the quickly changing landscape of interpersonal interaction. In this
period of reflection, I began a series of small conversations with loved ones and people
that were important in this part of my life. Conversations began simply and organically,
typically surrounding current events, anxieties, experiences. One commonality of note,
however, was a concern that interfacing with others would never quite be the same
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even at the conclusion of the pandemic, which led me to believe that self-expression
would likely follow suit. I devised then, a plan to bring about a conversation concerning
self-expression and communication that changed the course of this entire body of work.
My family members were the first to be interviewed. I asked each of them to describe to
me how they would prefer to be represented if given one opportunity to speak to an
intended audience about themselves. The question was simple but yielded powerful
results conversationally. I will describe the conversation that I had with my wife in detail
because I feel that it was the purest example of this idea at work.
I described to her the premise of the project, my intentions, and the projected scope,
followed by asking her the question outlined above. She was one of my earliest
subjects, and her response set an incredible precedent and direction for the project.
After detailing interactions that she had with family and friends back home (prior to our
marriage) she described a phenomenon that she witnessed regularly. She was thought
of as a child in each circumstance, treated always as an immature youngest child with
little hope of exceeding the presuppositions. She said to me then “I just want them to
know that I’m better than I was.” Though I was previously aware of the situation she was
describing, there was an immediacy and an earnestness in her answer that begged to
be addressed. When I internalized the message given, I knew that the project had the
potential to be greater than the sum of its parts. As with each following portrait, I took
notes during our conversation and sat on the ideas for a while. She and I discussed
representation and pose, shot some photos, and ultimately, the decision was mine to
make. I had her sit for me while I drew the refined gesture, and continued the drawing in
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many hours of layering and tweaking until I had an image that we were both satisfied
with. (Fig. 18)
Perhaps most important conceptually, is the transformation that repeatedly occurred in
the artmaking phase of each project. As these compositions each took between 18 and
30 hours, there were many moments of quiet where I would spend days at a time, often
in silence, poring over the features of an individual. In this time, I learn much about the
subject represented: microexpressions, wrinkles, birthmarks, skin tone, muscle tone,
blemishes. My practice is a lengthy, truthful, scrutinizing one that does its best to
represent the subject as honestly as possible. In watching the drawing grow and change
over a length of time, I find the visages slowly altering course and I attribute this to the
necessity of myself as an artist to act on a subconscious level in order to progress
throughout an image. A challenge that posed itself during this process was the
permeation of these expressions in every composition. Regardless of how hard I try, the
expression of my subject tended to shift to a somber one. Curled lips softened, raised
cheeks sunk, and an expression of longing or weariness typically took its place. Only
recently however did I conclude that these expressions are ones that I wore as a child.
Around 8 or so years old, I began noticing little things about my life and circumstance
and they weighed heavily on me despite my youth. Consequently, I pondered a bit
more, imagined a bit more, and developed childhood depression, which stuck with me
into the present, and this process has shown me that my work is a way of trying to cope
with ever-changing circumstances. As I mentioned before, I am not a bystander in my
own experience, and the mere act of creation invites the artistic hand to leave a tangible
imprint. What changed was my willingness to accept this.
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Though it was not immediately the goal of Melancholia an inevitable product was an
exploration and understanding of self through the visage of another. By having heartfelt
conversations and learning about these individuals, I’ve realized just how similar people
tend to be even in the most disparate of circumstances. In a way, Melancholia invites
conversations about self, about personhood, and about our interconnectedness despite
circumstance, be it pandemic, abuse, or simple loneliness.

I relate to the world and my artwork in a very tactile, physical way. As an athlete and an
active, health-conscious individual, I move constantly with little fluctuation. This is
reflected in the portrait series presented in Melancholia. The layers used to depict my
subjects are an array of anxious and heavy marks that physically test the surface of the
substrate. These marks are subconscious and have been present in my work for as
long as I can remember, though my drawings have a degree and quality of finish upon
inspection that is reserved or static despite the efforts of these marks. There is a push
and pull that exists between my natural tendencies to want to destroy or physically alter
through intensity and force, and the serenity or stillness that I desperately seek to
represent in the work. What exists in the Venn diagram of my natural inclination and my
artistic aspirations are portraits that reflect the stillness that I hope to bring about in my
life and work despite the potential destruction in each mark used to create them. Unique
to this work is a kind of controlled expressionism that brings about order from the
chaotic.
Physically, the work is created with graphite sticks, pencil, and graphite powder on
mylar. The pieces begin with a painterly wash of graphite, followed by 6-10 layers of
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graphite and charcoal with the end goal of developing a likeness that feels truthful and
naturalistic. Mylar was chosen as a substrate for its inherent difficulty of use,
unpredictability, and ghostly ethereal qualities, all of which are mainstays in my
figurative work. Graphite was chosen with a similar intent, as well as for its ability to
bridge the gap between the precise and the expressive. Mylar can be limiting because
of its tendency to retain handprints and other unwanted marks, therefore, in order to
control the medium as was intended, I had to be incredibly thoughtful and each series of
marks had to be made with utmost intent.
After the visage is created and the layers feel sufficiently representational, I return to the
surface and use a series of tools such as sandpaper, wire brushes, or knives and begin
scoring the surface to reveal lighter passages and create more of a push and pull effect
between the background and foreground. The surfaces of each of the works presented
are implausibly rough to the touch. This process was developed during this series and
was in constant flux. What worked for one image almost certainly would not work for
another, which necessitated a sensitivity and willingness to listen to the material and
alter course when necessary. This has been a way of life also: a need for patience and
a willingness to listen despite my desire to do the inverse.
The figures represented in Melancholia reflect a similar fortitude. They are still in
the face of chaos and show a similar level of emotional control despite circumstance.
This was another of the most important discoveries. Through this creative process, I
have been able to see the universal will to prevail, and the existence of this series
serves to show that necessity.
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Another aspect of the work is the written poetry that goes alongside each piece. (Fig 7,
9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23) Melancholia from its inception was meant to be equal parts
poetry and narrative, each part having equal say in the final dialogue. I’ve written prose
and metered poetry for the entirety of my adult life, though the practice started when I
was quite young. I do not recall the exact age, though I began writing right about the
time I developed depression as a child; I have sustained and honed the practice through
years of trial and error, much like my artistic practice. In this way, poetry and artwork
have always existed alongside each other, just as separate (often unequal) entities.
With each portrait, I created a written poem meant to exist as both context for the piece
(replacing title cards) and as a separate composition. Each set of words came from the
aforementioned conversations with each individual surrounding their representation in
the work and pose. Conversations were recorded or transcribed, rearranged,
abstracted, occasionally reduced to little more than a single phrase. These phrases or
paragraphs were then typed out, sometimes duplicated or faded, and rearranged in
small compositions with similar visual sensibility. I treated each poem as if it were a
standalone painting and sat with each for a similar amount of time, allowing the small
compositions to inform me about content as well as meaning. As with a lot of
investigative writing, these pieces gave me a similar understanding of self and
circumstance.
For example, one of the last drawings made for this series was of a student of mine:
Shannon (Fig 22). Rather than taking the dialogue used in posing and planning the
image, I took a phrase that she uttered when I showed her the final product and
recontextualized it. I unveiled the finished drawing to my figure drawing students at
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Wheaton College, and she held her hand to her face, stating quietly “you have no idea
what you’ve done for my self-confidence.” The phrase sat with me for a long time,
partially in helping me realize that the work was making an impact whether I planned it
to or not. Her statement elucidated that I could just as easily have been in her position
at any point, letting even part of my self-confidence hinge on something so simple as a
drawing done well. The phrase, like many along the journey of this series, had an
immeasurable impact on myself and my practice, but also provided a window into a
small and intimate moment, candid and heartfelt but easily missed. I took the phrase
and changed one word slightly, placing it into a careful composition. The poem created
provides a perfect example of the hybridization of self-expression and biography that
was one main goal of this series (Fig 23). In bringing the element of poetry into this
series, the work became a bridge for the most important facets of my creative journey
and serves as a synchronism that makes the work feel (to me) like it surpasses the
limitations of its immediate context and becomes something wholly other and more
powerful.
Although the photograph is not a constant in my work, it was an inseparable part of this
project for a myriad of reasons and is worthy of discussion. In my work, photography is
used as a means to isolate singular moments in life, especially in people that are
physically distant. I find the notion of capturing a fleeting moment an integral part of this
kind of study. Photographs allow me to use individuals that are important to the meaning
of my work and practice. My work is entirely singular to myself and heavily reliant on the
identity and likeness of the individual represented. Photography gives me a reference
without the constraints of the busy life of my subject which is infinitely helpful when
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attaining a likeness. When given the opportunity as I often am, I work from life, though
there is a certain anonymity that exists in shorter studies that do not quite carry the
same weight as these larger portraits have done. I use the photograph as a way of
capturing likeness and expression, as a way of finishing shorter drawings that would be
otherwise significantly less refined. Photorealism is not the end goal of my work. I find a
lot of current photorealistic work seems to be without purpose aside from
representational likeness. The work created must then outpace what a camera is
capable of in another capacity. A camera is incapable of applying physical, human
marks and consciously abstracting a form, which is why there is a necessity for artists to
continue their practice despite the capabilities of a camera to render an immediate
likeness. Little moments exist in a work that show the viewer that there is a human
behind them. Artistic mark and expression seem to be the most important part of
contemporary figuration. The investigation then must continue past the superficial. To
this end, my work ventures into the psychological, attempting to shine a light on my very
particular part of the human condition through depiction and process. My works, while
mostly naturalistic, seek to be interrelational and happenstance, rather than constrained
to representation and likeness alone. Overall, the photograph is a tool like anything and
should be thought of as such. One challenge of working from photographs is the habit of
tying oneself to the image too tightly. My process does its best to limit the marriage of
reference and product. Re-creation is not an end unto itself. I do my best to create
compositions that feel consistent and accurate but also maintain an element of the
human and a piece of the underlying nature therein.
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Reflection

Observing and creating moments of quiet, conversing with individuals, coupled with
spending quiet hours with their distinctive features has shown me how similar my
experience is to that of my sitters and viewers. It seems that most people, regardless of
circumstances, have a similar desire to communicate subconsciously as well as to
extend and enjoy intentional periods of quiet and solitude. In short, what I’ve gained
from creating this work is a sense that my very singular piece of existence has a shred
of universality, and the continuation of my investigation into portraiture is a
much-needed revisitation to a history of a very intrinsic kind of introspection and
representation. The process of creating this kind of portraiture is every bit as
transformative as the final product. Scrutinizing the features of a person and looking into
their eyes is remarkably informative. I spend those hours learning about the individual
through their micro-expressions and subconscious tendencies; a lot is learned about
insecurity and idiosyncrasy through observation. Perhaps most important, however, is
what I learn about myself through this observation. Each composition is an investigation
into the personhood and identity of an individual necessitating understanding between
the artist and the subject. What takes place in the initial stages of a drawing, painting,
and otherwise, is a dialogue that is evident in the final product. In the way that Wyeth
represented his subjects in their surrounding landscape while giving each a sense of
simultaneous bleakness and serenity, the individuals and environments I depict, ones
that are endemic to this area and way of life have a similar sensibility and a similar need
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for representation. It is my hope that there is a similar emotional connection that
eclipses the immediate subject and invites a larger discussion of self and personhood.
Though I have no way to note changes empirically, anecdotally, I have been fortunate
enough to witness the transformative power of the remnants of these bits of dialogue on
the viewer in the gallery space. It has been a distinct pleasure creating the work, and I
intend fully to continue the investigation and partake in the conversation as it develops.
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Fig. 1 American Gothic, Grant Wood, Oil on Beaverboard, 1930
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Fig. 2 Migrant Mother, Dorothea Lange, Photography, 1936
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Fig. 3 Braids, Andrew Wyeth, Tempera, 1979
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Fig. 4 Singer Songwriter, Dana Schutz, Oil on Canvas, 2013
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Fig. 5, Two Women, Lucian Freud, Oil on Canvas, 1992
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Images and Documentation
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Fig. 6 Mother and Son, Graphite and Charcoal on Mylar, 84x40
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Fig. 7 Mother and Son - Poem, “And bad men followed” Inkjet Print
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Fig. 8, Something Honest, Portrait of Nathan,Graphite and Charcoal on Mylar, 40x72
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Fig. 9 Something Honest- Poem, Inkjet Print
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Fig. 10 Taylor, Graphite and Charcoal on Mylar, 40x72
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Fig. 11 Taylor - Poem, “Ashes” Inkjet Print
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Fig. 12, Jasey, Graphite and Charcoal on Mylar, 40x80
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Fig. 13 Jasey - poem, “Jasey Buys a Pumpkin,” Inkjet Print
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Fig. 14, I love you!, Portrait of Clayton, Graphite and Charcoal on Mylar, 40x72
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Fig. 15 I love you - Poem, “My Story,” Inkjet Print
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Fig. 16, It’s Okay, Portrait of Elizabeth, Graphite and Charcoal on Mylar, 40x80
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Fig. 17 It’s okay - Poem, Inkjet Print
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Fig. 18, I just want them to know, Portrait of Brittany, Graphite and Charcoal on Mylar, 40x90
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Fig. 19 I just want them to know- Poem, Inkjet Print
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Fig. 20, Even Now I believe, Portrait of Cynthia, Graphite and Charcoal on Mylar, 40x80
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Fig. 21 Even Now I believe - Poem, Inkjet Print
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Fig. 22. Self-Confidence, Portrait of Shannon, Graphite and Charcoal on Mylar, 40x72
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Fig. 23 Self-Confidence, -Poem, Inkjet Print
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Fig. 24, Sessah, Graphite and Charcoal on Mylar, 40x80
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Exhibition Documentation:
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Melancholia - Show poster
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Melancholia - Statement
Truth as an abstract idea is in the marrow of this series; it is behind many of the decisions that
brought the work from merely an idea into something tangible. Truth is something I will likely
grapple with ad infinitum.
I work from the human figure as a means of answering a great many questions regarding my
very own, very human, existence. I use the act of creation as an attempt to understand the
nuances of emotion and the complexity held in both my immediate vicinity and in simple
day-to-day interactions around me.
I, as I think most artists do, work autobiographically while doing my best to tease out the threads
of universality in my limited human experience.
Each of the works presented attempt to understand a different facet of existence from the
needlessly melancholic to the jovial and every fleeting breath in between.
Each person presented in this space has had an immeasurable impact on my life.
Those presented are a teacher, a student, siblings, my mother, my beloved wife.
Melancholia began as a vain attempt to give back some little insignificant thing, but quickly
became something wholly other. In the project’s infancy, I initially asked my subjects a question:
“if you had one chance to hang on a gallery wall, one chance to say something significant about
yourself, about life, what would it be?”
Many of the conversations that followed changed not only the course of the project but likely the
way I think about work for years to come.
As an example, I asked the question of my wife while she modeled for me during some of the
harder months of quarantine. After a bit of back and forth, she eventually told me in a moment of
quiet honesty:
“I just want them to know that I'm better than I was.”
“They,” being her friends and family back home who had yet to see her mature into the
exceptional woman that she is, those who had yet to see her carry herself as someone
self-sufficient, someone worthy of their respect. Her words could have just as easily been my
own. At this moment, I knew I may have stumbled into something greater. I transcribed, edited,
separated, and abstracted our conversations, occasionally highlighting just a singular detail
before arranging them into poetic compositions.
After interviewing my subjects, the subject and I organised poses that reinforced the mood of
our conversation. I then spent hours drafting, redrafting, fixing, layering and drawing, knifing,
sanding, creating an image that attempts to speak honestly and biographically about the sitter
but also touches on aspects of my own experiences and insecurities. In many ways, the hours
spent poring over the individual’s features, looking into the emotion conveyed through the eyes
and face, meditating on earlier conversations are when I began to gain a deeper understanding
of my subject as well as myself. Many of the best discoveries in this project were serendipitous.
In a strange way, these portraits of others seem to say far more about myself and my
understanding of the human condition than images of myself ever would have.
My drawing practice is analytical and patient, but remarkably physical; challenging to both
myself and the medium.
These marks are unapologetic, purgative moments that are outbursts of raw honesty, I hope that
you find something worthwhile in them.
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